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Moscow's Novikov Restaurant and Bar, which serves Asian cuisine, brought in a Russian menu less than
a month ago and has seen its popularity jump.

More Russian restaurants are switching to local cuisine as the Kremlin's embargo on food
imports and an economic downturn prompt them to change their menus, industry analysts
told the Vedomosti newspaper Monday.

“The revival of Russian cuisine is now a fashionable restaurant trend,” said Andrei Zaitsev,
managing partner at food service company RPCOM, which operates brands including
Kolbasoff, Goodman Steak House, and Filimonova and Yankel, according to Vedomosti.

Russia banned imports of many Western food products last fall in retaliation to sanctions
imposed over the Ukraine crisis. Given that most ingredients used by Russian restaurants
were imported — 80 percent, according to Zaitsev — the food embargo shook the market.
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Many restaurants responded by buying more local ingredients. Funny Cabany, a Moscow
restaurant that specializes in meat, switched entirely to local suppliers for its international
cuisine, its representative told Vedomosti.

The Filimonova and Yankel fish restaurant meanwhile substituted imported fish with red
mullet from the Black Sea and oysters from Russia's far eastern island of Sakhalin, RPCOM
chief executive Mikhail Makarov told the paper.

Others have gone the whole hog and introduced Russian dishes. Moscow's Novikov
Restaurant and Bar, which serves Asian cuisine, brought in a Russian menu less than a month
ago and has seen its popularity jump, its spokesperson told Vedomosti.

Local ingredients are also often cheaper than imports, helping to keep prices down —
particularly important as Russia's recession forces people to rein in spending.

Many cheaper restaurants are switching not only to Russian but to Soviet dishes that can be
made entirely from locally produced ingredients, RPCOM's Makarov told Vedomosti. In July
and August, Soviet dishes made up 76 percent of Kolbasoff's menu, Zaitsev said, helping keep
the average bill per head to about 1,100 rubles ($16).
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